Before studying Indonesian vocabulary, we must know about Part of Speech. As in English, Part of Speech is a basic part of English sentences. In Bahasa, we also need Part of Speech. There are 8 part of speech: noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction and interjection. So, let's learn Indonesian Pronouns, then you will know how to learn Indonesian fast.

3. Verbs (Kata Kerja). Verb is used when someone does an action. Here is the basic examples. Example of Indonesian Verbs Vocabulary.

Well, that's all the Indonesian adverbs vocabularies that you can learn as the basic study. 5. Adjectives (Kata Sifat). All Categories Amazon Devices Amazon Fashion Amazon Global Store Appliances Automotive Parts & Accessories Baby Beauty & Personal Care Books Computer & Accessories Electronics Gift Cards Grocery & Gourmet Food Health, Household & Baby Care Home & Business Services Home & Garden Kitchen & Dining Luggage & Travel Gear Musical Instruments Office Products Pet Supplies Sports Tools & Home Improvement Toys & Games Video Games.